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WELCOME to your SleepID® mattress from Adjustamatic.

At Adjustamatic we are dedicated to providing products that improve the comfort, 
sleep and general health of our customers. Our range of adjustable beds and 
riser recliner chairs are designed to meet your needs and offer you the best support. 
Our high-quality beds and chairs come with optional built-in NHC Cyclo-Therapy® 
massage technology; designed to reduce pain, promote relaxation and help you get 
a good night’s sleep.

Nestled within the green blanket of North Wales rests the Adjustamatic factory 
where nearly three generations of master craftsman have dedicated themselves 
to the continual development of the perfect sleep systems. They use only the best 
tools in the world: their hands. At Adjustamatic there are no automated assembly 
lines. Every product we make is simply tailored to you.
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OUR CONTRIBUTION
At Adjustamatic we are passionate about helping those in need, especially those 
most vulnerable - children. Our Crown Pin Foundation was developed with the sole 
aim of raising money to benefit the lives of children and young adults throughout 
the UK. Managed by a committed group of employees, the foundation raises funds 
throughout the year, through various activities involving our employees. 100% of 
the money raised goes to several children’s charities or in product donations to 
worthy causes.

Last year
we donated

over £20,000
to children’s

charities.
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Adjustamatic is committed to providing the best products it can 
and works with a range of organisations to ensure we provide 
products and service to the highest standards so that you are 
confident with your product.

Adjustamatic works with The National Bed Federation, the trade 
association representing UK manufacturers of beds. NBF members 
work to a code of practice to ensure consumers get the highest 
standards of product meeting UK regulations. It’s consumer advice 
service, The Sleep Council, provide practical advice on products and 
sleep.

Adjustamatic works with British Furniture Manufacturers (BFM),  
a trade association that represents the interests of the British 
furniture industry.

Adjustamatic works with The Furniture Ombudsman, an independent 
organisation set up to deal with and resolve disputes between 
consumers and traders in the retail and furniture industries. The 
Furniture Ombudsman is approved by the Chartered Trading 
Standards Institute and is a member of the Ombudsman Association.

Adjustamatic works with Back Care, a national charity working to 
reduce the burden of back and neck pain by providing information, 
guidance and advice to all people and organisations affected by 
such pain.

Adjustamatic adheres to all required EU regulations and ISO 
standards, with all our products holding a valid CE mark. (Our NHC 
Cyclo-Therapy® massage products are registered Class IIa medical 
devices, and therefore hold a numbered CE mark identifying our 
regulators.)
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The
 Mattress
The SleepID® mattress is designed to cover every aspect of 
sleep comfort that can be tailored to your individual needs every 
single night.

The unique SleepID® Adjustable Dynamic Core provides dual 
adjustable firmness control at the touch of a button. Only you know 
when you are truly comfortable and you can adjust the setting to 
suit your needs whenever you need to. Once you have selected 
and saved your preferred firmness setting by using the memory 
function, at the press of the memory button it will make any 
required adjustment to your preferred setting , making sure that 
you have optimum comfort.

The SleepID® 50mm memory foam castellated zonal surface has 
a unique open cell structure that reacts and responds to body heat 
and weight by moulding to the contours of your body, therefore 
optimizing the support it can give you by almost eliminating all 
pressure points your body is usually subjected to. The zonal 
areas are distinctly broken down for head, body and feet areas 
to aid in the dispersion of weight. The castellated surface also 
promotes natural airflow keeping the surface area cool. It is the 
most effective material for relieving pressure points and it is used 

for prevention of pressure sores and has multiple orthopaedic 
and other health benefits making a huge difference to your quality 
of sleep.

The luxurious natural silk and cashmere blanket provides a soft 
cushion between the memory foam surface and Micro 1.5TM pocket 
sprung layer providing insulation and keeping you comfortable all 
night. The advanced micro coil layer also provides the ultimate in 
ergonomic support. Ingeniously flexible springs within zonal areas 
give targeted superior support.

The luxury quilted cover is made largely from Viscose which is a 
soft fibre derived from naturally occurring cellulose making it both 
breathable and cooling.

SleepID® is the first mattress that adjusts firmness for you and 
your partner at the touch of a button, the first of its kind and a 
major breakthrough in sleep comfort within the UK.

Comfort you control.
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Luxurious hand-tufted natural 
silk and cashmere layer

Luxury quilted
breathable surface

High density 
supportive
base layer

SleepID® 50mm 
memory foam, 
castellated, zonal 
surface SleepID® Adjustable  

Dynamic Core

Recon wall
An ultra firm, supportive mattress wall 
keeps your mattress structure fixed, 
aiding better support and comfort.

Micro 1.5™ pocket springs

SleepID® non-slip base
The base cover is uniquely 
designed to prevent mattress 
displacement.SleepID® 

controller
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Setup Guide
Please read the setup guide fully before using your mattress. In 
most instances, our delivery team will have expertly installed your 
product and shown you how to use your Sleep ID mattress. If they 
have undertaken a comfort set up with you, please make a note of 
the comfort setting.

SAFETY First, Please Read
SleepID® mattress should be used in accordance with these 
instructions. We cannot accept any responsibility for any misuse 
of the mattress. Care should be taken to ensure that mains power 
cables or tubes to the pump do not become trapped or damaged. 
Additionally, if liquid spills do come into contact with the product, 
it should be unplugged and allowed to dry before re-use. If in doubt 
please call Customer Care.

SleepID® Mattress
Your SleepID® mattress is designed to flex and bend with the 
moving sections of an adjustable bed base, however, it is important 
that the mattress lies flat in order for it to “relax”. Due to the tube 
outlets fitted to the mattress, this mattress cannot be rotated.

Please Note
It is normal that, over time, certain layers in a mattress may compress 
and settle by up to 20mm, this will help mould to the contours of 
your body, and your firmness setting may need adjusting. This is 
normal and is not considered a product or manufacturers fault.

Power Supply
Please ensure that your supply voltage corresponds with that 
indicated on the label of the power supply. This power supply 
converts mains voltage to 12V.

Connection to Power
The supply should be fitted with a suitable approved plug for use 
in the country of destination.

Cleaning your Mattress
Ideally, your mattress should be fitted with a good quality mattress 
protector. We recommend fabrics are cleaned regularly by vacuum 
to remove dust and dirt and or soft brush. DO NOT USE use any 
liquids to clean the fabric.

Installation
 & Setup
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Airing the Mattress
Mattresses are protected in sealed packaging at the point of 
manufacture. Due to sealed packaging any potential odours such 
as minor chemical or musty scents are common and normal after 
the removal of packaging. Once delivered and un-packaged, air the 
mattress in a room with good ventilation. Any odours, if present, 
should disappear in a few days. Regular airing of your mattress is 
advised to prolong product life.

Mattress Base
To make sure you get lasting performance from your mattress, use 
it on an appropriately supported base. Placing the mattress on an 
unsupported or worn base will reduce the life of the mattress. If 
used on a slatted base the gap between each individual slat should 
not exceed 6cm, and the slats should be appropriately supported if 
used on a larger sized bed.

Set-Up
1. Your SleepID® mattress should have been installed and tested 

by our team.
2. They will have inserted batteries into your hand controller and 

tested the connection to the mattress.
3. Changing Batteries 
 If the batteries in your hand controller start to run 

out of charge you will see the following battery low 
symbol on the screen: Slide the panel open on the reverse of 
the hand control panel remove and replace the batteries in the 
rear of the controller. ENSURE batteries are inserted correctly 
and in the correct direction to ensure product function.

 Please dispose of the old batteries in accordance 
with your local disposal standards. The hand controller 

will, within 2 minutes of new batteries, identify and link to 
your pump. Your wirless hand controller will automatically sync 
connect to your mattress control. 

 Please Note
    We are not responsible within your guarantee terms for 

   any product damage or failure as a result of not 
recognising battery end of life or degrading resulting in 
leakage. 
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Caution: Indicates a potentially hazardous 
condition / situation

Consult Instructions for Use: Please read and 
follow the instructions in the manual

CE marking: Certification symbol indicating 
conformity to health, safety and environmental 
standards required for products sold in the 
European Economic Area

Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment: 
Please dispose of all electronic components 
at a recycling facility, as they are not suitable 
for standard household waste bins

Bluetooth: Requires a Bluetooth connection

Information symbols (used within this manual 
and/or on device labelling)
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1. Using the SleepID® Hand controller, if the screen is blank, 

press and release any button to wake the controller up. If 

your mattress was not set up on installation: For the first 

set up, simply take the controller and press and release 

the  ▲  button which will start the pump. Once it reaches 

100 the pump will automatically stop (NB. For the first 

setup, this will take a few minutes. After this, adjusting the 

firmness is really quick and simple).  If you have a double 

mattress or larger once the first side is at 100, proceed to 

the other side and complete this step again.  

2. When lying on a double bed or larger on either the Left 

or Right hand side, please ensure the corresponding side 

on the controller is pressed to operate the correct side 

L=Left / R=Right.  

3. To find your perfect setting, with the controller, lie on 

the bed in your preferred sleeping position. Press and 

release the ▼ button and the mattress will start to soften. 

Allow the setting to drop to around 10 and press and 

release the ▼ button again to stop the adjustment. From 

here you can press and release the ▲ button again to 

increase the firmness and press and release again to stop 

the adjustment at the perfect setting (NB. It is important to 

ensure you press the outer area of the adjustment controls as 

the controller works on a  rocker switch). The important thing 

here is not to rush when deciding on your firmness preference, 

take some time and a few nights sleep to find the right one 

for you.

4. When you are happy with the setting, you can activate the 

MEM comfort memory function. This will hold your preferred 

comfort setting and pressing MEM ensures the mattress 

feels the same each time you get into bed. Small changes can 

happen due to slight temperature fluctuations, the MEM 

function ensures that the mattress stays at the right comfort 

level whatever the conditions.

 Each time you now press MEM, the mattress will automatically 

re-set to your stored and preferred comfort setting. To activate 

MEM comfort memory, press and hold the MEM button for 4 

seconds, the word ‘Memory’ will flash 3 times and then stop. 

This means that the memory is set and MEM function is now on.

Controller
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L or R indicates 
which side of a 
double mattress 
is set for firmness 
adjustment

L = Left side of 
the bed firmness 
change

Decrease firmness 
button.
Press once to start
Press again to stop

Comfort Setting 
Reading 0 to 100
0 softest to 100
firmest. Increase in
increments of 10.
10 – Comfort
settings to choose 
from.

Increase or de-
crease in firmness 
indicator

Increase firmness 
button.
Press once to start
Press again to stop

R = Right side of the 
bed firmness change

MEM – 24hr Memory 
press for 4 seconds 
to set your comfort 
level.
Press again for 4 
seconds to disable.
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“My mattress keeps changing firmness setting on its own.” 

NOTE: adjustments in seasons and surrounding temperature may 

affect the dynamic core pressure. Use the ‘MEM’ memory function to 

set your preferred comfort setting and then pressing MEM will make 

any minor adjustments to meet your memory comfort setting.

“The firmness pressure is different when I am on the bed than 

when I am off the bed.”

Due to a displacement of pressure and air in the dynamic core when 

you lay on the mattress, the actual firmness pressure will change. 

However, as soon as you lay back on the bed the pressure will return 

to your preferred comfort level. This difference does not alter the feel 

of the mattress. 

“The firmness has changed over a period of time.”

Atmospherics can change pressure in the dynamic core of your  

mattress. If there is a difference in temperature the firmness 

pressure in the mattress can alter significantly. This is why there is 

a ‘MEM’ memory function. To enable this, lay on the mattress and 

adjust the mattress to the desired firmness. Once you are happy, 

enable the ‘MEM’ function by pressing the centre of the button for 

four seconds. Each time you now press MEM the firmness will return 

to your desired setting.

Troubleshooting
“My controller isn’t working when I adjust the firmness of 

my mattress.” 

If you have a single Controller for altering the firmness of both 

the Left and Right hand side of your bed ensure you are setting 

the firmness as per the correct side of the bed. Ensure the power 

is on to the pump for the bed. Ensure the batteries in the hand 

controller are in fully working order. If the controller has not 

been in use, ensure you are pressing the button and releasing 

immediately on the edge of the button. This will start the 

adjustment of the mattress. To stop the adjustment, simply hit 

the button in the same place again.

“My mattress is at its softest but my controller says it 

has 100.”

Ensure all your connectors are connected properly and that 

there are no kinks in the tubes from your mattress to the pump. 

If the tubes are not connected properly, the valves won’t open to 

allow the dynamic core to function.

Give It Time

Don’t worry if your bed doesn’t feel “exactly right” at first. Try 

a SleepID setting that feels the most comfortable for at least 7 

nights. Then, evaluate your comfort. Make small adjustments 

until you’ve found the setting that feels most comfortable for you.
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Disposal 
Certain parts of this device 

the hand controller / pump 

/ and transformer carry the 

WEEE mark- this indicates 

they should be disposed of 

as per the local / national 

guidelines.

Technical Data
UK power supply  

Input 240V/ AC    50-60Hz

Output 12V / DC

Max input 25 Watt

Standby input 2 Watt

Protection IP 20 (KI.II)

Pump system control

Pump volume ca.20l/min

Pressure 5-60mB

Noise level ca.45.dB
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SleepID® blue tooth ERROR re-set

As the SleepID® hand controller is Bluetooth this automatically 

pairs and connects to the mattress control pump. Automatic Pairing 

should occur each time either the Handset or the Pump loses power 

and then it is powered up again.

Eg Unplugged and plugged back into the wall socket or batteries 

replaced in the handset.

ON A RARE occasion you may get Er – Error warning on the handset. 

This indicates that the Bluetooth needs re-setting.

TO RE-SET IF YOU GET:  Er

1) Disconnect the pump from the mains power and remove the 

batteries from the handset

2) After approx. 1 minute, re-connect the power to the control pump 

and put the batteries back in the handset

3) During the first 30 seconds while the blue LED on the pump is 

flashing, press the R key on the handset for 3 seconds - the LCD 

screen will show SU, which means coded successfully.

4) Use handset as normal

If not successful, please repeat the above steps. 

Error re-set
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Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. 
Adjustamatic Beds Limited is a limited company registered in England and Wales. 
Registered number: 1617452, VAT number 401 4765 80. 
Registered office: Colomendy Industrial Estate, Rhyl Road, Denbigh, North Wales, LL16 5TS.

www.adjustamatic.co.uk

We, Adjustamatic Beds Ltd, undertake that if, within 2 years from the date of 
delivery, this SleepID® mattress or any part thereof is proved to be defective by 
reason only of faulty workmanship or materials. We will at our own discretion, 
repair or replace the same free of charge for labour, materials or carriage on 
condition that:

•  The product has been correctly installed and used only on the   
 electricity supply stated on the rating.

•  The product has been used for normal domestic purposes   
 only and in accordance with our operating instructions.

•  The product has not been serviced, maintained, repaired,   
 taken apart or tampered with by any person not authorised by us

•  The product is still in the possession of its original purchaser

•  The failure of the product is attributable to fair normal wear 
 and tear only.

This guarantee is not insurance backed. This guarantee is in addition to and does 
not affect your statutory rights. Any product or defective part replacedshall 

Guarantee

support@adjustamatic.co.uk

Tel: 0800 689 6887

Customer
Support

become the property of Adjustamatic. Additional warranty 
guarantees may be offered from time to time subject to conditions.

NOTE that SleepID mattresses cannot be used or installed on any 
AV, Ottoman or lift beds. Using the product not as specified in these  
instructions invalidates any product guarantee. NHC Holdings Ltd 
and all subsidiary companies accepts no liability or responsibility for 
any product failure or user incident as a result of using the product 
not as specified.


